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Spatial-division multiplexing (SDM) and band-division multiplexing (BDM) have emerged as solutions to
expand the capacity of existing C-band wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM) optical systems and to deal
with increasing traffic demands. An important difference between these two approaches is that BDM solutions
enable data transmission over unused spectral bands of already-deployed optical fibers, whereas SDM solutions
require the availability of additional fibers to replicate C-band WDM transmission. On the other hand, to prop-
erly design a multiband optical line system (OLS), the following fiber propagation effects have been taken into
account in the analysis: (i) stimulated Raman scattering (SRS), which induces considerable power transfer among
bands; (ii) frequency dependence of fiber parameters such as attenuation, dispersion, and nonlinear coefficients;
and (iii) utilization of optical amplifiers with different doping materials, thus leading to different characteristics,
e.g., in terms of noise figures. This work follows a two-step approach: First, we aim at maximizing and flattening
the quality of transmission (QoT) when adding L- and L+S-bands to a traditional WDM OLS where only the
C-band is deployed. This is achieved by applying a multiband optimized optical power control for BDM
upgrades, which consists of setting a pre-tilt and power offset in the line amplifiers, thus achieving a consid-
erable increase in QoT, both in average value and flatness. Second, the SDM approach is used as a benchmark for
the BDM approach by assessing network performance on three network topologies with different geographical
footprints. We show that, with optical power properly optimized, BDM may enable an increase in network traffic,
slightly less than an SDM upgrade but still comparable, without requiring additional fiber cables. © 2021 Optical

Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement

https://doi.org/10.1364/JOCN.419293

1. INTRODUCTION

The capacity increase of optical networks is an important
topic in the scientific community and industry. This topic
has become particularly relevant due to challenges that have
arisen from growing transport network traffic demands, which
include the imminent deployment of 5G services [1] and the
constant growth of IP traffic, cloud computing, and intercon-
nections between data centers [2,3]. Most deployed optical
transport networks operate using wavelength-division mul-
tiplexing (WDM) over a spectral window of approximately
4.8 THz in the C-band, with a transmission capacity of up
to 38.4 Tb/s/fiber [4]. Further increasing network capacity
requires solutions to be implemented, scaling the actual used
technology (if possible), or applying news ones.

The most viable options to upgrade the available capacity of
optical networks are (a) spatial-division multiplexing (SDM)
[5,6], which can be implemented using multicore (MCF),
multimode (MMF), or multiparallel (MPF) fibers, and (b)
band-division multiplexing (BDM), which exploits a larger
spectral portion of the fiber, aiming to enable transmission over
the entire low-loss spectrum of optical fibers (e.g., ∼54 THz
in ITU G.652.D fiber) [7]. Currently, among all SDM-based
solutions, only MPF is commercially available, relying upon
the availability of dark fibers or the deployment of new ones.
This approach is realized by replicating the mature and cost-
effective C-band line system technology. The remaining
SDM solutions (e.g., MCF and MMF) have high potential
to increase transmission capacity, but they require a complete
transformation of the optical transport ecosystem, as they
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imply the deployment of new fibers and devices. This require-
ment leads to high capital expenditures and complex logistics,
making it unattractive for short- or midterm applications.
Moreover, dedicated standards for MCFs have not yet been
finalized, and commercial MCF solutions are not available,
as this technology is mostly in the research phase [8]. On the
other hand, BDM can maximize the return on investment
of an already-deployed optical infrastructure, as it does not
require immediate deployment of additional optical fibers,
making it the most viable short-term solution to increase the
capacity of optical networks.

Several works have evaluated the potential increase of trans-
mission capacity through BDM techniques [7,9–16] using
multiple spectral band combinations from the O- to L-band.
Moreover, other investigations have addressed commer-
cially available BDM solutions in the C+L transmission case
[17–20], with up to 47× 1.2 Tb/s super-channels in a WDM
200 GHz grid [21] for a total throughput of 56.4 Tb/s. These
works focused on joint multiband power control for BDM
systems in order to avoid the spectral tilt affecting the quality of
transmission (QoT), considering both amplified spontaneous
emission (ASE) and nonlinear interference (NLI) disturbances
jointly with the stimulated Raman scattering (SRS), which
plays a major role in multiband optical transmission [22,23].
The ASE noise and NLI, together with the SRS, are summed
to define the generalized signal-to-noise ratio (GSNR), which
can be effectively considered as the unique QoT parameter for
a given lightpath [24] modeled as an additive white Gaussian-
noise (AWGN) channel. The focus of [17] was on setting
multiband power control strategies to maximize and flatten the
GSNR over C+L line systems. In [18,19], the authors used the
optimized power control to compute a network performance
assessment by means of the statistical network assessment
process (SNAP) [25].

Considering the low-loss window available on the exten-
sively deployed ITU-T G.652D fibers, as WDM optical
transport on the C+L-bands becomes more mature [16,21],
the next step toward wider spectral window usage might be
through activation of the S-band [26]. This would add up to
∼10 THz of additional spectrum; assuming a 50 GHz WDM
grid, this would increase the channel count by ∼200 chan-
nels, roughly doubling the spectral availability of C+L line
systems. In [22], a launch power optimization strategy for the
C-, L-, and S-bands was performed, aiming to achieve a flat
input power per band, taking into consideration the effects
between bands, namely, the SRS. In this work, we optimize the
power control for C+L+S multiband optical transmission,
following the pre-tilt and offset strategy proposed in [18,19]
for C+L-band scenarios. We consider two different spectral
scenarios using the S-band, with 96 or 192 WDM channels
able to be transported on the 50 GHz grid, with half of the
S-band spectrum used for transmission in the first scenario.
Then, supposing that optimized power control strategies are
implemented within an optical control plane, we carry out a
network performance assessment on three network topologies,
considering uniform and nonuniform traffic models. Our
analysis considers only completely transparent end-to-end
lightpaths, without any regeneration capability in intermediary
nodes. Analyzing the combination of different traffic and

network characteristics, e.g., average nodal degree and average
link distance, it is possible to evaluate the BDM capability
to increase offered traffic in a broad range of network scenar-
ios. Network performance that enables the BDM upgrade is
benchmarked against the application of SDM, showing that
BDM always approaches the traffic multiplication factor of the
SDM.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The
QoT evaluation and the multiband power control strategy
used in this work are described in Sections 2 and 3, respectively.
In Section 4, we present the network performance assess-
ment analysis. Next, we describe the adopted methodology
in Section 5. In Section 6, the main results are presented and
discussed, and the conclusions are outlined in Section 7.

2. LIGHTPATH QUALITY OF TRANSMISSION

In optical networks that employ dual-polarization WDM
uncompensated coherent transmission systems, transparent
lightpaths with a sufficient number of spans can be effectively
modeled as additive Gaussian noise channels. Consequently,
the QoT of an optical circuit can be estimated using the gen-
eralized signal-to-noise ratio, which includes the effect of
additive Gaussian disturbances [23]. These are the ASE noise
introduced by the optical amplifiers and the nonlinear inter-
ference due to the self- and cross-channel nonlinear crosstalk
in fiber propagation. Additional GSNR impairments can
be introduced by a reconfigurable optical add-drop multi-
plexer (ROADM) as the filtering penalty and Gaussian linear
cross-talk. These effects are not considered in our analysis,
being strongly related to the ROADM architecture. In this
work, we assume a disaggregated abstraction of the physical
layer [27,28], in which each network element is considered to
introduce a gain or loss and some amount of Gaussian disturb-
ance, i.e., the ASE noise by arising from the amplifiers and the
NLI arising from propagation. Hence, the GSNR for the i th
channel under test is defined as

GSNRi =
PS,i

PASE,i + PNLI,i
=
(
OSNR−1

i + SNR−1
NL,i

)−1
,

(1)
where the optical signal-to-noise ratio is OSNRi = PS,i/PASE,i

and the nonlinear signal-to-noise ratio is SNRNL,i =

PS,i/PNLI,i with PS,i being the signal input power of the
i th channel. PASE,i and PNLI,i are the amounts of ASE noise
and NLI accumulated over the lightpath propagation by the
i th channel. In this work, for the GSNR evaluation, we use
the QoT estimator (QoT-E) of the GNPy open-source pro-
ject [29,30]. The amount of ASE noise introduced by each
amplifier is computed by knowing its gain (G) and noise figure
(NF):

PASE ( f )= h f NF( f )G( f )Bref, (2)

where h is Planck’s constant, f is the frequency of the channel
under test, and Bref is the reference bandwidth. Noise figures
on different bands are set according to commercial (C+L-
bands) or prototype (S-band) lumped doped-fiber amplifiers.
The amount of NLI PNLI introduced by each fiber span is
computed according to the generalized GN model [23], which
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considers the fundamental interaction between NLI generation
and SRS and which dominates power optimization in multi-
band line systems. Therefore, the QoT-E includes an accurate
solver for the SRS ordinary differential equation (ODE) [31]
in order to accurately define the spectral/spatial evolution of
power over each fiber span. The speed of the NLI evaluation is
increased by computing only the self- and cross-channel NLI
contributions, since the multichannel NLI contributions are
always negligible in practical scenarios [29]. Besides the SRS
effect, the frequency dependence of loss and dispersion are
accurately considered to properly capture the multiband effects
and trade-offs.

3. MULTIBAND POWER CONTROL STRATEGIES

Propagation of optical signals in the glass is always affected by
the SRS, i.e., a nonlinear effect that induces a power transfer
from higher to lower frequencies. As a consequence, higher
frequencies suffer a power depletion that enhances their losses,
whereas lower frequencies are pumped, showing a reduction
of the intrinsic fiber loss [20]. When considering the effect of
SRS together with the ASE noise and NLI generation, it can
be deduced that higher frequencies are more affected by the
ASE noise because of the higher loss due to SRS and, conse-
quently, the higher gain required to recover this loss; however,
they are affected less by the NLI whose generation is mitigated
by the SRS-induced power depletion. The opposite occurs
for lower frequencies. SRS is a wideband phenomenon with
maximum efficiency at ∼13 THz spectral down-spacing, so
it is relevant but weak for C-band-only transmission, where
it induces a spectral tilt that can be compensated for, e.g., by
gain-flattening filters. Conversely, in networks using multiband
systems, where transmission approaches 13 THz of continuous
spectral occupation (such as for C+L-band line systems) or
exceeds it as for C+L+S-band line systems, the SRS becomes
the dominant effect in power control.

The power control unit (PCU) for line systems is part of
the control plane and sets the amplifier working points to
optimize performance and maximize GSNR for each WDM
wavelength. We assume that a multiband optical system is built
by a series of bands where the components, in particular the
optical amplifiers, are optimized per band as proposed in [7].
In this scenario, the PCU must operate simultaneously on all
amplifiers within an optical line system (OLS) to optimize
the transmission, as illustrated in Fig. 1, which depicts a PCU
controlling the amplifier working points for each spectral band
on an individual basis.

With a disaggregated approach, the power optimization can
be performed following a span-by-span strategy [32,33] using
the local optimization global optimization (LOGO) algorithm
as starting point, which is based on obtaining QoT maximi-
zation under the assumption of full link spectral loading [34].
In this work, we follow such an approach by operating on the
two parameters, i.e., the average gain/output power and the
related tilt, which can be typically set in commercial amplifiers.
Therefore, the aim of an optimized PCU is to jointly set the
average output power and tilt per band in order to maximize
and flatten the per-band GSNR and, consequently, the deploy-
able capacity [17]. The optimization procedure for a single

Fig. 1. Illustration of the application of a PCU to control multiple
multiband amplifiers in an OLS.

Fig. 2. Illustration of the tilt and offset strategy for the C+L-band
transmission scenario.

fully loaded span, composed by a fiber and an amplifier, starts
by setting a flat launch power at the per-band optimum [33],
neglecting frequency variations and SRS; then, per-band power
offset and tilt are varied to obtain the optimal solution. This
strategy is illustrated in Fig. 2. Here, the L-band channels
(green) are launched into the optical fiber with a flat power,
with positive power offset and tilt added (which defines the
slope of the launch power), measured in dB/THz. On the
other hand, the C-band channels (yellow) are launched into
the optical fiber with a negative power offset and tilt, which
corresponds to a decrease in power level along this spectral
region. To set the optimal per-band offset and tilt, we per-
formed a brute-force computation, where all combinations
were analyzed, and the GSNR was evaluated for each scenario
by running GNPy. The described approach has previously
been investigated for C- and C+L-band scenarios in [18,19];
here, we expanded it to include the S-band. Results of the
optimization are then used as a hypothesis for operational set-
tings in the network control plane, and the network topology
can be consequently abstracted for physical-layer-aware net-
working analyses [27]. Such network abstraction is then used
for network performance assessment to derive the impact on
the networking performance of multiband provisioning with
optimized power control. The power optimization procedure
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is also applied to the C-only scenario to perform network-
ing analyses in the case of SDM applications that are used to
benchmark the BDM approach.

4. NETWORK PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT

To analyze how the different physical layer optical transport
solutions have an impact on the overall network performance,
we exploited SNAP [25], which operates on the physical layer
abstraction of the network under test, based on the GSNR
degradation introduced by each network element [27], and sta-
tistically test the network progressive load with different traffic
models. Lightpaths are allocated according to the defined
routing and wavelength assignment (RWA) algorithm and
transceiver characteristics. Networking metrics are obtained
statistically by performing Monte Carlo analysis. In this work,
to explore the fundamental limitations and determine the
capacity limits for the BDM upgrade, we assume the presence
of ideal flexible transceivers that are able to continuously adapt
the bit-rate to the available lightpath GSNR. This framework
can handle two types of traffic models, which result in two
different types of analysis: (a) given-traffic analysis, in which
all traffic (in number of lightpaths or bit-rate) between all
nodes in the network is known in advance and (b) progressive
traffic analysis, in which the model generates requests evolving
progressively until a predefined stop criterion, such as the total
amount of requests or the total number of blocked requests, is
reached. The latter analysis intends to stress the network and
to obtain, besides the static metric at the end of the simulation,
a progressive metric that represents the loading evolution of
the network. For progressive traffic analysis, SNAP can handle
different types of traffic distributions by changing the joint
probability density function (JPDF), which is responsible for
determining the frequency of requests between each node pair
in the network. SNAP can produce outputs such as the bit-rate
of each lightpath allocated in the network as well as the bit-rate
average per lightpath, details about spectral occupation, num-
ber of blocked requests by nodes or links, among other metrics.
In this work, we compare the different scenarios referring to the
blocking probability (BP) versus the overall allocated traffic.
Then, given the target BP= 10−2, we also focus on congestion
on ROADM-to-ROADM connections.

5. ANALYSIS

In this work, for all network topologies, we consider every fiber
span in the amplified lines to have identical lengths and fiber
types of 75 km and ITU-T G.652D standard single-mode
fiber (SSMF), respectively. We assume lumped amplification
for full loss recovery. For channels in the C- and L-bands, we
consider commercially available erbium-doped fiber amplifiers
(EDFAs), and in the S-band we consider channels amplified
with a benchtop thulium-doped fiber amplifier (TDFA) with
the characteristics reported in [35]. As amplifiers for the S-
band remain unavailable commercially, in this work we use
the noise figure (NF) values of the aforementioned benchtop
amplifier. Figure 3 shows this NF, which presents an aver-
age value of ∼6.5 dB. For C- and L-band amplifiers, the NF
average is ∼4.25 and ∼4.68 dB, respectively, as displayed

Fig. 3. Amplifier noise figures for all spectral bands used in BDM
analysis.

in Fig. 3. It can be noted that the noise figure profile for the
TDFA presents a significantly lower performance compared
with the commercial EDFAs. Moreover, it assumes a constant
NF profile regarding amplifier power and tilt or spectral con-
figuration. Our analysis, closely related to the fixed NF profiles
used, intends to show that it is possible to achieve acceptable
performance in terms of QoT and delivered traffic with the
current development state of those amplifiers. Each band oper-
ates upon the ITU-T 50 GHz WDM grid with transceivers
setting a symbol rate of 32 GBaud, with guard bands between
adjacent bands having a minimum width of 500 GHz. For
the C- and L-bands we use 96 channels each, combined with
two different S-band channel arrangements: 96 channels adja-
cent to the C-band (respecting the guard band distance) and
the use of the entire S-band, corresponding to 192 channels.
Initially, the launch power per channel is set to −2.1, −1.99,
and−2.0 dBm for the C-, L-, and S-bands, respectively.

In order to set parameters in a multiband power control sce-
nario, a brute-force approach was considered, with a range of
pre-tilts and offsets dependent upon the bands under consider-
ation. For C and C+L scenarios, the range of pre-tilting varies
from −0.5 to 0.5 dB/THz, with a step size of 0.1 dB/THz.
The offsets vary from −1.0 to 2.0 dB and −2.0 to 1.0 dB for
the C- and L-band scenarios, respectively, both with a step
size of 1 dB, resulting in 44 combinations for the C-band and
almost 2000 combinations for the C+L band case. In the two
cases where the S-band is added, different sets were used in
order to avoid an excessive number of combinations. For the
C- and L-bands, the pre-tilt varies from −0.5 to 0.5 dB/THz
with a step size of 0.2 dB/THz, along with a flat tilt value and
an offset varying from −1.0 to 1.0 dB. For the S-band, the
pre-tilt varies from 0.0 to 3.0 dB for both cases (96 and 192
in the S-band), with all scenarios having with a step size of 1.0
dB, performing ∼12,000 combinations for each scenario. The
NLI contribution is computed for five channels in each band
containing 96 channels and for 10 channels in the S-band case
with 192 channels, in order to increase the speed of the algo-
rithm. The central channel of the spectral band is computed,
and a frequency distance of around 1 THz is used for the other
computed channels. For the remaining channels, their GSNRs
are interpolated from those that have already been computed,
following the same procedure in [18].
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 4. Reference networks analyzed: (a) German, (b) US-NET, and (c) COST topologies.

Fig. 5. Nonuniform population-based JPDF for (a) German, (b) US-NET, and (c) COST topologies.

Three network topologies, shown in Fig. 4, are considered to
statistically assess the network performance:

• The German network shown in Fig. 4(a) is composed of
17 optical nodes and 26 edges with an average nodal degree of
3.1, average distance between nodes of 207 km, and maximum
link length of 300 km.

• The US-NET topology shown in Fig. 4(b) consists of 24
optical nodes and 43 edges, with an average nodal degree of
3.6, average distance between nodes of 308 km, and maximum
link length of 525 km.

• The European COST network shown in Fig. 4(c) has 28
nodes and 41 edges, an average nodal degree of 2.93, average
distance between nodes of 637 km, and maximum link length
of 1125 km.

Regarding the parameters required by the SNAP to obtain
stable networking metrics, NMC = 30,000 iterations were used
for the Monte Carlo algorithm for the German topology and
NMC = 20,000 for the US-NET and COST topologies, the
latter being larger networks and necessitating a reduction in
the number of iterations in order to minimize computational
effort. A k-shortest path algorithm is used for routing, with
k = 15, and first-fit (FF) applied for a wavelength assignment
(WA) in a progressive traffic analysis to obtain both dynamic
and static metrics [25]. Particularly for the SDM case, the WA
tries all channels of the first fiber set, e.g., C-band 1, before
it tries to allocate in the second set, also following the FF.

Lightpath requests are progressively generated for each Monte
Carlo run, exploring two scenarios with statistical traffic mod-
els that are characterized by different JPDFs: (1) a uniform
JPDF where, at each connection request, the probability is
the same for any source and destination and (2) a distribution
based on population [18], denoted by the nonuniform case
within this work. The nonuniform JPDF is presented in Fig. 5,
in which requests between optical nodes in cities with a higher
population have a larger probability to occur than between
nodes placed in less-populated cities.

Formally, the probabilities, P (s , d), of a source-destination
node pair to be chosen in the uniform and nonuniform JPDFs,
respectively, are given by

P (s , d)=
1

N(N − 1)
, (3)

P (s , d)=
pops · popd∑

(i, j )∈A
popi · pop j

, (4)

in which N is the total number of nodes in the considered net-
work topology, popx is the population of the city geographically
located in node x , and (i, j ) ∈ A represents all possible source-
destination nodes pairs (i, j ) in the network topology A. The
network performance is evaluated for the multiband ampli-
fier power control, with the optimal GSNR profile obtained
through the brute-force approach previously described. The
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bit-rate over each lightpath (LP) is deployed assuming ideal
elastic transceivers that deliver the bit-rate according to the
available GSNR, as per the Shannon law. Thus, we focus on
exploring the fundamental transmission limitations within
the considered network topology, without being limited by a
specific transceiver implementation.

6. RESULTS

In this section, we present the results obtained for the three
considered network topologies. We start with the multiband
power optimization and follow with the networking results.
To ensure a fair benchmark of the multiband results, we com-
pare BDM against SDM network performance with SNAP
analyses, assuming SDM deployment using multiple fibers
within the C-band on the same overall available spectrum. For
SDM, we assume a core continuity constraint (CCC), where
each LP must be allocated in the same fiber from the source
to the destination node, according to the switching technique
[5,6]. This option is preferred due to the amount of fiber pairs
that will be multiplied, by three and four, to compare with the
BDM approach using C+L+S. Reference [36] shows that this
scalability of ROADMs’ architecture can significantly increase
insertion losses, footprint, and costs in such cases.

A. Transmission

First, the transmission QoT is evaluated. Figure 6 presents
the optimized per-span GSNR profiles for the four multiband
scenarios: C-band only (reference scenario) with 96 channels,
C+L-band with 192 channels, and C+L+S-band cases (288
and 384 channels). Each case refers to the tilt and offset values
reported in Table 1, obtained via the brute-force optimization
described in Section 5. For the C-band-only deployment case
(blue curves), the average per-span GSNR in the WDM comb
of 96 channels is 30.5 dB. If we activate the L-band with an
additional 96 channels (red curves) using a multiband power
controller, the per-span average GSNR is 30.3 and 30.5 dB for
C- and L-bands, respectively. Thus, C+L-band BDM shows
a penalty of only 0.2 dB with respect to doubling the C-band-
only transmission capacity. Even with this decrease, the launch
power strategy is able to deliver an almost flat GSNR profile
for both bands. When we activate an additional 96 channels
in the S-band, creating a C+L+S-band BDM line system of
288 WDM channels (green curves), the optimal multiband
power control guarantees an average per-span GSNR of 30.1,
31.0, and 26.8 dB for C-, L-, and S-bands, respectively. Within
the C+L+S-band BDM implementation, the C-band expe-
riences an additional yet limited average GSNR penalty of
0.2 dB per-span with respect to the C+L-band case, while the
L-band benefits from SRS pumping into the lowest spectrally
located channels, thereby slightly improving its GSNR. The 96
channels on the S-band present a poorer GSNR with respect
to the other bands. This is mainly caused by the SRS and
by the larger NF of the considered S-band amplifier. As the
overall penalty of the S-band is limited to 4 dB, a reasonable
transmission capacity is also enabled within this band, along
with a limited perturbation on the C+L-band transmission
performance. Observing the per-band GSNR flatness, we note

Fig. 6. 75 km fiber span GSNR versus frequency for all analyzed
scenarios, maximum and minimum GSNR for the S-band (lines),
and average GSNR (dashed lines) for the S-band, comparing launch
power control with flat input powers.

Table 1. Optimum Launch Power Tilts and Offsets per
Band for the C-, C+L-, and Both C+L+S-Band
Transmission Cases

Bands Pre-Tilts [dB/THz] Offsets [dB]
(No. of Channels) L C S L C S

C (96) – −0.5 – – 0.0 –
C+L (192) 0.3 0.4 – −2.0 −1.0 –
C+L+S (288) −0.5 0.5 0.1 −1.0 −1.0 2.0
C+L+S (384) −0.5 0.5 0.5 −1.0 −1.0 0.0

a worse performance with respect to the C+L-band case, but
the difference between the maximum and minimum per-band
GSNR is confined within 1 dB.

Finally, when we activate the entire S-band with 192
channels (orange curves) deploying a C+L+S-band WDM
multiband line system, the optimal multiband power control
ensures an average per-span GSNR of 30.6, 31.2, and 25.9 dB
for the C-, L-, and S-band, respectively. In this case, we obtain
the spectral availability of four C-band-only line systems. The
transmission capacity of the 192 lower-frequency channels
presents slightly larger QoT than the amount guaranteed by
the two C-band-only line systems, thanks to the SRS pump-
ing enabled by the S-band channels. For the additional 192
available channels in the S-band, the average GSNR is ∼ dB
smaller. Nevertheless, this value can still guarantee good trans-
mission capacity with 25.9 dB GSNR per span. With respect to
the GSNR flatness, this last scenario shows an excellent value
for this parameter of ∼0.1 dB in the L-band and ∼1.1 dB in
the C-band with most of the values exceeding the C+L-band
case. For the S-band, the flatness exceeds 2 dB in the 96 lower-
frequency channels, while it is about 1 dB for the remaining 96
higher-frequency channels.

We also compared the multiband power control strategy
with the flat spectrum power control, i.e., the LOGO strategy,
independently on each band for the C+L+S-band BDM with
384 channels in total. We focus on the difference in the S-band
to show the benefits of the proposed multiband power control
strategy with respect to the LOGO. Referring to the yellow
and black horizontal lines of Fig. 6, added to the S-band part,
we show the minimum, maximum, and average (dashed lines)
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Fig. 7. Total allocated traffic versus number of fiber spans for all
upgrade scenarios.

GSNR. We also highlight that the multiband power control
enables a gain of 0.6 dB in the average GSNR and a flatness
improvement of 1.5 dB with respect to the LOGO strategy
only. Moving to the C- and L-band, the proposed method
increases the average GSNR by 0.6 dB for the C-band and
0.7 dB for the L-band, with the L-band delivering an almost
flat QoT. From a network management point of view, GSNR
flatness is as important as the maximization of the average
value, as it enables a larger set of wavelengths with equivalent
performance, which simplifies the RWA algorithms and can
reduce the impact of the wavelength continuity constraint in
traffic allocation.

In order to assess the impact of the different upgrades in an
OLS using the GSNR profile found by the power optimiza-
tion, in Fig. 7 we present the allocated traffic with the increase
of span numbers. For 10 spans, the capacity delivered by the
C-band only case is 41.2 Tbps with SDM delivering two,
three, and four times more for each scenario tested (82.4,
123.6, and 164.8 Tbps). With BDM upgrade, also for 10
spans, we obtained 82, 117, and 150 Tbps for all BDM sce-
narios (192, 288, and 384 channels). For the Shannon limit,
used to determine the allocated traffic, doubling the channels
is almost the same for the two upgrades (BDM/SDM), while
the differences achieved around 6% and 9% for three and four
times more channels, respectively, with SDM outperforming
BDM. These results show the delivered traffic degradation due
to the lower QoT profile of the BDM upgrade, serving as a
reference to evaluate if the impact in a network scenario follows
the same behavior.

B. Networking

The optimized transmission results are subsequently used to
carry out network-level analyses, with the GSNR values for
each WDM channel used to create the topological graph that
is weighted by the GSNR degradation [27] in order to imple-
ment the SNAP. As the GSNR profiles presented in Section 6.A
are obtained for a fully loaded span, and the network analysis
is performed for progressive traffic, we assume a network with
optical noise-loading capability, i.e., ROAMDs emulating fully
loaded OLSs, being able to maintain the QoT levels with min-
imum changes compared with transmitted modulated signals.
For all three network topologies reported in Fig. 4, a different
BDM solution for WDM transmission is assumed, with the
C-band-only scenario serving as a reference. For each case,
SNAP is applied to uniform and nonuniform traffic models for

the BDM and SDM cases, with the same spectral availability.
Hereafter, we compare (i) the C+L BDM to the SDM 2×,
(ii) the C+L+S-band (96) BDM to the SDM 3×, and finally
(iii) the C+L+S-band (192) BDM to the SDM 4×. Results
are displayed as a statistical average over the Monte Carlo
runs of the BP versus total progressively allocated traffic, for
each BDM and equivalent SDM scenario and for both traffic
models. Taking BP= 10−2 as a reference, the traffic values
are considered in order to calculate the enabled traffic multi-
plication factor, which is used to fairly compare the different
transmission solutions.

We comment on the networking results starting from
the German topology, whose results are displayed in Fig. 8.
Figures 8(a) and 8(b) plot BP versus the progressively total
allocated traffic for the considered BDM and SDM solutions
for uniform and nonuniform traffic models, respectively.
In Fig. 8(a), for the German topology and uniform traffic
model, for BP= 10−2, we read 268 Tbps of total allocated
traffic for the reference C-band-only case (black curve),
while, using the BDM upgrade (green curves), we obtain
∼{568, 867, 1149} Tbps of total allocated traffic for the
C+L-band, C+L+S-band (288), and C+L+S-band (384),
respectively. For the equivalent reference C-band SDM solu-
tions (red curves) based on two, three, and four fibers, we
note only slightly larger values for the total allocated traffic,
precisely: ∼{570, 879, 1187}Tbps, respectively. Similar
behavior can be observed in Fig. 8(b) for the nonuniform traf-
fic model. In general, this network topology seems to be well
designed for a traffic model proportional to the population in
the urban areas where each ROADM node is located; as with a
nonuniform traffic model, the deployed total traffic is always
larger than for the uniform case. The larger difference in allo-
cated traffic is obtained comparing SDM with four fibers, with
1527 Tbps, and C+L+S (384), with 1445 Tbps. All results
for the German topology are summarized, for comparison, in
Fig. 8(c). Here, we report the values of total allocated traffic
at BP= 10−2 for all the considered BDM and corresponding
SDM solutions. The green bars refer to the nonuniform traffic
model, the red ones to uniform traffic. Besides the traffic val-
ues, the allocated traffic multiplication factors are displayed,
taking as reference the C-band-only scenario. We observe that
the nonuniform traffic always exceeds the uniform traffic for
BDM and SDM solutions with a quite constant proportion-
ality. For only the case of nonuniform traffic does the BDM
case for the cardinality of 4 reach only 3.97 of the multiplica-
tion factor. As previously stated, such behavior is enabled by a
topology well-tailored to this traffic model. Moving to analyze
the BDM/SDM upgrade, we note that both solutions enable a
traffic multiplication factor always exceeding the BDM/SDM
cardinality. Comparing the BDM to the SDM solution, we
observe that the reference SDM outperforms BDM always by
less than 3%, confirming that multiband transmission can be a
viable solution to expand the network traffic capacity without
depending on new fiber structure or unused dark fibers.

Figure 9 presents the results for the US-NET topology
with the C-band case providing 410 Tbps of total allo-
cated traffic for BP= 10−2 with uniform JPDF as the
traffic model, as shown in Fig. 9(a). For the same JPDF
and BP, the BDM upgrade provides total allocated traffic of
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Fig. 8. Network performance results for the German topology.
Total allocated traffic versus BP with (a) uniform and (b) nonuni-
form JPDFs and (c) total allocated traffic multiplicative factor for
BP= 10−2.

∼{835, 1244, 1630}Tbps for the C+L-band, C+L+S-
band (288), and C+L+S-band (384) cases, respectively.
The SDM upgrade allocates more traffic in all considered
scenarios, achieving ∼{839, 1267, 1700}Tbps for C-band
upgrades with two, three, and four fibers, respectively. Unlike

the German topology, the traffic model based on population,
applied to the US-NET, delivered less total traffic than the
uniform case, as presented in Fig. 9(b). This can be explained
by the topology characteristics, in which the most populated
cities, where the ROADMs are located, are at the extremes of
the network topology (east and west coasts), demanding ultra-
long connections with higher frequency than with the uniform
traffic distribution. At BP= 10−2, the maximum capacity
upgrade using BDM, obtained with four fibers, is 1405 Tbps,
and, using SDM, using 384 channels, it is 1352 Tbps. It can
be noted by the multiplicative factor reported in Fig. 9(c) that
both upgrade scenarios using BDM more than double, triple,
and quadruple the capacity for the two considered traffic mod-
els, with the highest difference in allocated traffic achieving
∼3.8%, compared with SDM.

Finally, we present the results for the COST topology
shown in Fig. 10. In Fig. 10(a), we report the results of allo-
cated traffic for a uniform JPDF, with values for BP= 10−2

of ∼{260, 543, 816, 1072}Tbps for BDM using C-only,
C+L-band, C+L+S-band (288), and C+L+S-band (384),
respectively, and∼{547, 836, 1131}Tbps for SDM solutions
using two, three, and four fibers, respectively. Regarding the
nonuniform JPDF traffic model presented in Fig. 10(b) for the
same BP, the maximum difference between SDM and BDM is
approximately 50 Tbps. The multiplicative factor of this topol-
ogy for both traffic JPDFs is shown in Fig. 10(c) and presents
almost the same behavior as the ones observed with the previ-
ous topologies. In particular, only BDM C+L+S-band with
384 channels does not overcome the proportional increase of
total allocated traffic compared with the reference C-band only
case.

All three analyzed topologies, with the two traffic models,
as shown in Figs. 8–10, present the same behavior of a small
increase in the difference of allocated traffic between the BDM
and the correspondent SDM technique as we increase the
cardinality upgrade. The results are summarized in Table 2,
which shows the allocated traffic multiplicative factors for
all combinations of topology, upgrade scenario, and traffic
JPDF. Note that the FF spectrum allocation policy used in this
work prioritizes the channels with lower frequencies and leaves
the higher-frequency channels to be used when the network
is more loaded, which are the channels with the lower QoT
levels. It can also be seen in Table 2 that the BDM technique
enables an increase in the allocated traffic proportional to the
cardinality upgrade in almost all cases, indicating that BDM
is a viable option in a network-upgrade scenario in terms of

Table 2. Allocated Traffic Multiplicative Factors (C-Only as a Reference) of the German, US-NET, and COST
Topologies for All Upgrade Scenarios and Traffic Distributions with BP= 10−2

Topology German US-NET COST

Upgrade Uniform Nonuniform Uniform Nonuniform Uniform Nonuniform

SDM 2× 2.13 2.06 2.04 2.06 2.1 2.05
C+L 2.12 2.05 2.03 2.05 2.09 2.04
SDM 3× 3.28 3.13 3.09 3.1 3.21 3.09
C+L+S (288) 3.23 3.04 3.03 3.05 3.13 3.02
SDM 4× 4.43 4.19 4.14 4.16 4.34 4.13
C+L+S (384) 4.29 3.97 3.97 4.0 4.11 3.93
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(a)

(b)
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Fig. 9. Network performance results for the US-NET topology.
Total allocated traffic versus BP with (a) uniform and (b) nonuni-
form JPDFs and (c) total allocated traffic multiplicative factors for
BP= 10−2.

delivered traffic. Moreover, the randomness of the traffic dis-
tribution can explain why the multiplicative factors can exceed
the cardinality upgrade.

As a final result, we show in Fig. 11 the link congestion for
the three topologies at BP= 10−2, for the reference C-band
scenario. These results highlight issues with the topology that
can be solved by the selected upgrades. For the German topol-
ogy [Fig. 11(a)], seven (uniform case) and nine (nonuniform
case) out of 26 links present more than 80% of occupancy,
while nine (uniform case) and eight (nonuniform case) links
show less than 40% of usage. Results for the US-NET topology
are displayed in Fig. 11(b) showing seven (uniform case) and
eight (nonuniform case) out of 43 links presenting more than
80% of occupancy and 15 (uniform case) and 17 (nonuni-
form case) links with less than 40% of usage. For the COST
topology, as shown in Fig. 11(b), seven (uniform case) and
four (nonuniform case) out of 41 links present more than 80%

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 10. Network performance results for the COST topology.
Total allocated traffic versus BP with (a) uniform and (b) nonuni-
form JPDFs and (c) total allocated traffic multiplicative factor for
BP= 10−2.

of occupancy, while 15 (uniform case) and 21 (nonuniform
case) links show less than 40% of usage. These plots provide
additional insights with respect to the aggregated results of BP
versus allocated traffic. The German topology, mostly when
loaded with the nonuniform traffic model, shows >80% usage
on about one-third of the available links; for the other topol-
ogies, only one-sixth of the total available links reaches more
than 80% of usage. This is caused by the larger geographi-
cal footprint of the US-NET and COST topologies, which
include several regional areas with large requests for intrare-
gional traffic. Consequently, the overall network blocking is
limited by congestion in those regional areas. To overcome this
issue, the application of BDM on selected links may be largely
beneficial for the overall network traffic. Specifically, we could
envision the exploitation of the poorer QoT S-band for intrare-
gional traffic and C+L bands for interregional long-reach
traffic.
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 11. Link congestion for the C-band scenario with BP= 10−2 for (a) German, (b) US-NET, and (c) COST topology.

7. CONCLUSION

We have proposed a strategy to control multiband WDM line
systems and enable BDM upgrades to C-band transmission
as an alternative to the currently employed SDM approach.
We considered C+L-band and C+L+S-band solutions with
cardinalities of 2, 3, and 4 and proposed the implementation of
a multiband power control scheme for maximizing and flatten-
ing the per-span GSNR by optimizing the amplifier gain and
tilt. Results obtained by brute-force optimization showed sig-
nificant improvement both in GSNR average and flatness with
respect to the simple per-band LOGO strategy. Specifically,
the optimized C+L-band transmission practically doubled the
C-band’s capacity, whereas the two C+L+S-band solutions
showed limited impact on C+L bands, while enabling poorer
yet acceptable GSNR on the S-band, at least for short distance
connections.

We then applied the optimized transmission to perform a
statistical network performance assessment on three network
topologies with an increasing geographical footprint, i.e., the
German, COST, and US-NET networks, each loaded accord-
ing to two different traffic models: uniform and nonuniform
proportional to the population. Results showed that the BDM
solutions always enable a large traffic upgrade with a multi-
plication factor that does not exceed the upgrade cardinality,
except for three cases. The network assessment was performed
by also assuming SDM upgrades that are based on replications
of C-band line systems. Comparing the results of BDM to
SDM highlights that SDM solutions only slightly outperform

those of BDM, confirming BDM to be a cost-effective and
pay-as-you-need solution to upgrade networks without install-
ing new cables. We also presented a link-congestion analysis,
displaying how larger geographical footprint topologies suffer
from blocking due to local traffic; this can be solved by BDM
upgrades that exploit poorer QoT bands such as the S-band
for local traffic, all the while using C+L-band transmission for
longer reach traffic.
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